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A  
acid etching (of glass) 167  
acrylic sheets 167  
adhesives 168  
aluminium 165, 165  
skIRings 38  
stops and strips 32-33, 165  
arches, masonry 173  
architraves 76, 77, 79

B  
bonded joints 100, 100, 150, 150, 151  
bonding 100-101  
base fixings for partitions 60, 60  
beams  
steel 100-101  
circular 127, 177  
councte 101  
disguising 177, 177  
Flemish bond 17, 17, 177  
English bond 17, 17, 177  
loadbearing capacities 173, 173, 173  
sizing 181  
sizing 181  
stiffened 100-101  
fir 100-101  
steel 100-101  
triangular 177, 177  
beams, circular strength 98  
blocks, 16, 17, 26  
glass 16-67  
size 26  
brick walls 26, 46  
curved 54  
blocks 16, 26, 173  
size 26  
brick 'slip' 17  
brick walls 16-17, 26  
curved 54  
exposing 57, 26  
insulating 180  
installation of pipes and wires 49  
plastering 26  
size 185

C  
cantilevered treads 152, 152, 153  
ceilings 176, 176  
carpets 109  
cavity walls 22  
and damp 20-21, 89  
ceilings  
basic construction 114  
under concrete floors 114  
curved and angled 116, 116  
lath and plaster 114  
and light fittings 114, 116, 117  
lowering 27  
lowering for ductwork 117  
plasterboards 114  
suspended 115, 115  
suspended using proprietary systems 118, 118, 119  
timber 114  
see also cornice  
chipboard 102, 161  
clothing  
of sealed partitions 61, 61  
see also plasterboard  
chimney stacks 20, 148, 148  
CLS (Canadian Lumber Size) stud framing 28, 160  
columns 91, 96  
concrete 101, 180  
loadbearing capacities 98, 98, 172  
novations 88, 98  
and 'point' loss 98, 98  
steel 101, 180  
Timber 98  
compression 172, 172, 173, 173  
concrete 26, 175  
alternatives to 26

lightweight 28  
concrete beams 109, 105  
concrete columns 101  
sizes 160  
concrete floors 46, 105, 106, 111  
laying pipes and wires in 110  
repairing 107  
concrete walls 46  
laying pipes and wires in 49  
corridors 49, 49  
corridors 42  
installing 42, 43  
repairing 42  
shadow gap 44, 44, 45  
costs 10-11  
corresponding screws 169  
cover strips 7  
curved glass 167  
curved walls 22, 32-33, 53, 57  
brickwork and blockwork 54  
glass 48, 69  
stud partitions 54, 54-55, 55

D  
damp 20-21, 89  
damp-proof courses 88, 89  
damp-proofing, injected 88  
damp-proof membranes 20, 21, 21, 22, 22, 22, 22, 88, 89  
doors and door frames 76  
architraves 76, 77, 79  
with fillings 82, 82  
and fire regulations 85, 85  
folding sliding 81, 87  
in glazed screens 83  
frames 76, 77  
éclairage and heads 76  
fenestra 18, 18-19, 19, 23  
non-standard 84, 84  
sealing round frames 20-21, 27  
shadow gap frames 78, 78  
sizes 76  
siding 80, 80  
steps 76  
unframed glass 83, 83  
with vision panels 83, 83  
with wired glass 83  
drawings, 'production' /'working' 10, 11  
drywall lining 27  
finishing 33-35  
joists 32, 32  
reinforcing cement 33, 33  
cutting and ductwork 127, 117

E  
electrical wiring 49, 49, 110  
wires 77, 77  
fire regulations 77, 77

F  
fairings 82, 82  
fireproofing floors 113  
Fireproofing metal columns 48, 48  
fireproofing walls 47  
fire regulations  
doors 83, 83  
multistorey buildings 157  
French bond 17, 17  
"floating floors" 80  
"floating" walls 80, 80  
basis fixings 38, 68, 68  
floorboards 95, 95, 95, 106, 108  
composite 106, 107-8, 708  
lexing 107  
lining 107  
replacing 107  
sanding and sealing 107  
venetian 108-9, 109  
plaster 91  
clay 108  
concrete 88, 91
Ramps 102, 157
risers 102, 145, 145
rolled-steel joists see I-section beams
rot, timber
causes 90, 92
cutting out 94, 94
dry 94
wet 94
RSJ see I-section beams
sandblasting glass 167
screed, self-levelling 106
screws 169
countersunk 169
round-headed/dome-headed 169
self-tapping 30, 169
seating round frames 20-21, 21
sealing, blind 203
shadow gaps 7
angled or curved walls 53
corridors 44, 44, 45
door frames 78, 78
partitions 62, 62, 63
skirtings 7, 7, 40, 40, 41, 41
shuttering 64, 164
stains 9, 160-61
stains 7, 7, 38, 39
and door frames 78
and gaps 38
incorporating hot-water pipes 38
installing 38
plastic and metal 38
staircases 7, 7, 40, 40, 41, 41
softwood 160
soundproofing floors 110, 111
soundproofing walls 46, 46-47
split battens, timber 64, 65
split brackets, metal 64, 64, 65
stainless steel 165
steel 144
angled 144, 145
with cantilevered treads 152, 152, 153
concrete 147, 147
dog-leg 144, 144-45
and fire regulations 157
glass and steel 156, 156
and headroom 105, 104
inserting into timber floor 105, 105
to mezzanine 100, 100
open-tread 145, 146
reinforcing treads 146, 146-47
spiral 144, 145, 154, 154, 155
stairs 144, 146-49, 149, 156, 156
stone 147
straight flight 144, 144
timber 146, 146-47, 147
stairways 145
staircases 101
steel 162, 170
preventing from rusting 165
see also I-section beams; stairs
steps, framing 103
steps, door 78, 78, 79
driveway bond 17, 17
drestorers (brick) 17
strings (of stairs) 145, 145
dur panelling 27, 27, 27, 28, 28
construction sequence 27
corners and junctions 27, 27, 36
curved 34, 54-55, 55
freestanding 56
head plates 27
metal 17
openings in 29
soundproofing 46
and stability 178
see also plasterboard; drywall lining

tension wires 179
tiles
linoleum 108
corner 108
cement and plastic 108
stone and clay 108
timber 160, 175
composites 161
hardwood 160
PAX 160, 160
seam 160, 160
softwood 160
timber columns see posts
timber connectors 101
treads 101, 143, 145
cantilevered 132, 132, 133

tension wires 179
tiles
linoleum 108
corner 108
cement and plastic 108
stone and clay 108
timber 160, 175
composites 161
hardwood 160
PAX 160, 160
seam 160, 160
softwood 160
timber columns see posts
timber connectors 101
treads 101, 143, 145
cantilevered 132, 132, 133

V
venetians
roll 108-9, 109
pvc 164, 164
ventilation (under floors) 90
vision panels (in doors) 83, 83

W
wall plates 92
wall
angled 53
brick 16-17
cavity 20-21, 22, 89
cut-out or curved walls 90, 90
external 162, 162, 162
fireproofing 47
‘Floating’ 22, 22
forcemmostat 26, 56, 57, 59
lining external 22, 22
load-bearing 14, 15, 15, 95, 98, 98
non-load-bearing 14, 23, 95
party 99
repairing leak and plaster 23
soundproofing 46, 46-47
see also stud partitions
washers 169, 169
windows
and door 20-21, 21
framing and sealing 70, 70, 71
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